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Abstract

Purpose – The amount of features in handwritten digit data is often very large due to the different aspects in
personal handwriting, leading to high-dimensional data. Therefore, the employment of a feature selection
algorithm becomes crucial for successful classification modeling, because the inclusion of irrelevant or
redundant features can mislead the modeling algorithms, resulting in overfitting and decrease in efficiency.
Design/methodology/approach – The minimum redundancy and maximum relevance (mRMR) and the
recursive feature elimination (RFE) are two frequently used feature selection algorithms. While mRMR is
capable of identifying a subset of features that are highly relevant to the targeted classification variable,mRMR
still carries the weakness of capturing redundant features along with the algorithm. On the other hand, RFE is
flawed by the fact that those features selected by RFE are not ranked by importance, albeit RFE can effectively
eliminate the less important features and exclude redundant features.
Findings – The hybrid method was exemplified in a binary classification between digits “4” and “9” and
between digits “6” and “8” from a multiple features dataset. The result showed that the hybrid mRMR þ
support vector machine recursive feature elimination (SVMRFE) is better than both the sole support vector
machine (SVM) and mRMR.
Originality/value – In view of the respective strength and deficiency mRMR and RFE, this study combined
both these methods and used an SVM as the underlying classifier anticipating the mRMR to make an excellent
complement to the SVMRFE.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Handwritten digit recognition
High-dimensional data, no doubt, will cause a whole load of problems toward classification
accuracy. A large number of features will only create unnecessary noise and affect the
performance of predictive modeling [1]. Therefore, feature selection will be needed to select
only features that are relevant, nonredundant and consistent. This will decrease the feature
space and hence allow a more useful feature to build an effective model [2].

Feature selection plays an important role in the preliminary stage of classification. It is
impractical to have a lot of irrelevant and redundant features present in the dataset because it
reduces the efficiency of the model [3]. In actual practice, due to variations of handwriting
style, strokes, resemblance in outline and other additional noise from individuals, a number of
features for handwritten digits are often largely resulting in these data normally appearing to
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be high dimensional too. Therefore, feature selection will come into play and reduce the
number of handwritten digit features and improve the recognition speed. Existing feature
selection such as support vector machine recursive feature elimination (SVMRFE) is able to
build a predictive model which has high accuracy; however, this method is not able to rank
the selected features according to their importance. Therefore, the first selected feature may
not be the most important. Minimum redundancy and maximum relevance (mRMR) can
select the most relevant features, and at the same time, this method might also select the
redundant features [4]. When building the predictive model, the redundant features will
increase the complexity of the model, and the model will tend to be overfitting as well.

The presence of distorted characters and high similarities between outlines of certain
digits give rise to redundancy in classification. Therefore, in handwritten digit recognition,
the implementation of one feature selection method alone might not be enough to yield an
optimal classification accuracy. A hybrid feature selectionmethod is proposed in this study to
combine the advantages and overcome the shortage of themRMRand the SVMRFEmethods.
The hybrid feature selection works better than a single feature selection algorithm in
improving the performance of the predictive model using a small number of features.

1.2 Motivation and main contribution
SVMRFE algorithm generally repeatedly removes features having the lowest weighted
values. However, the top-ranked feature (the lastly removed) is not necessarily the most
relevant one [5]. This gives a drawback that unless many features are used, the algorithm
might not perform well when only one or two features are used. On the other hand, mRMR is
an effective method that uses mutual information to search for high-relevance and low-
redundancy features. Nevertheless, there is a trade-off between relevance and redundancy.
This has motivated us to combine the two methods, complementing their shortcomings
mutually. In this study, we tried to embed the highly relevant features shortlisted by the
mRMR in the SVMRFEhoping to alleviate the ranking issue of SVMRFE and the redundancy
issue of mRMR. In addition, the goal is to create an approach, which can produce better
classification by using only the first few most significant features in handwritten digit
recognition.

The proposed hybrid idea was tested on the binary classification between digits “4” and
“9” and between digits “6” and “8.” The classification performance of the hybrid method
outperformed the mRMR, the SVMRFE and the ReliefF methods in comparison.

The contribution of this article is as follows: (1) proposing a framework to combine a filter
method with an embedded method in the area of feature selections that compensates for the
weakness of each other; (2) creating amRMR-SVMRFEhybrid algorithm in handwritten digit
recognition, and it not only serves as a new alternative in handwritten digit recognition but
may also be further applied to other classification problems besides handwriting and (3)
analyzing the characteristic of the hybrid method shows that its strength lies in the ability to
select and rank the most significant features, and it can give good classification performance
only by using a few features. This is very valuable, for example, in the fields of feature
selection in biomarker discovery, where more features will lead to more money and time.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief description of the
related works, Section 3 introduces the proposed hybrid method, Section 4 presented the
experimental results and Section 5 concludes the study and discusses potential extensions.

2. Literature review
2.1 Dimension reduction
The presence of high-dimensionality data has increased the cost and prolonged the time for
classification and other data mining analysis [6]. The optimal solution is to use the dimension
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reduction method as a data preprocessing step in reducing the complication and eliminating
the redundant and irrelevant features in high-dimensional data. According to Pino andMorell
[7], feature selection has been an ever-evolving problem due to the rise of big data in recent
years. Feature selection aims to find the smaller number of essential features out of the high-
dimensional data, containing the best subset features with the least number of dimensions to
improve the classification accuracy [8]. The three main groups of feature selection consist of
the filter method, wrapper method and embedded method. The filter method employs the
statistical way of evaluating each subset without the dependence on the classifier [9]. The
wrapper method, on the other hand, will be classifier dependent, and it utilizes a machine
learning algorithm to find out the prediction power gained in the evaluated dataset.
Therefore, it will cause computational complexity as the validation process takes place for
every subset evaluated. The embedded method learns the best attributes for improving the
accuracy of the predictive model when the model is set. The embedded method integrates the
feature selection process with the model training process, and both processes are completed
in an optimization process. The mRMR is a filter method, and the SVMRFE is an embedded
method.

On the other hand, feature extraction is a process where it transforms the feature from a
high-dimensional space into a lower-dimensional space by using the fusion of the first and
original feature, thus keeping the most relevant information for further classification process
[10]. Some examples of feature extraction methods include principal component analysis
(PCA), latent semantic analysis (LSA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), independent
component analysis (ICA), partial least square (PLS), etc. Among the feature extraction
methods, PCA, ICA and PLS stand out the most as they are the most effective methods in
extracting important features [11].

2.2 Mutual information and mRMR
Mutual information (MI) measures the information shared between the two random discrete
variables x and y. It can also be interpreted as how much does random variable talks about
another. The complete formula for MI is defined as follows:

Iðx; yÞ ¼
X
y

X
x

pðx; yÞ$log
� ðpðx; yÞ
pðxÞ$pðyÞ

�
(1)

where pðx; yÞ is the joint probability of x and y.
However, MI becomes less efficient whenever there is a large dimensional feature

input vector, particularly when the number of samples and computational time is taken
into consideration [12]. Battiti overcame the issue by adopting the MI feature selector
(MIFS) method. MIFS is a greedy feature selection algorithm that considers the most
relevant feature k out from the original set of features, n and also the mutual information
to the output class. MIFS can solve the weakness in MI by optimizing the information
about the class and subtracting the quantity proportional to MI with the previously
selected feature.

Studies in Kwak and Choi [13] found out that there was still a limitation in the MIFS
proposed by Battiti. [12]. They instead proposed a better solution method known as MIFS-U.
MIFS-U is better in terms of obtaining a more precise estimation between input features and
output class in MI thanMIFS. Despite MIFS-U being a better feature selection algorithm than
MIFS, there are still some limitations between these two methods [14].

The redundancy issue in MIFS-U was then minimized by using a method called mRMR
proposed by Peng et al [4]. The maximal relevance of MI will enhance the minimum
redundancy criterion to become more representative of the target features. However, it was
also claimed that mRMR might select a high-relevant feature which also caused high
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redundancy at the same time because the selection was based on the difference between
relevancy and redundancy [15].

2.3 Feature ranking with recursive feature elimination (RFE)
In supervised learning, a predictive model often oversees the features inside a dataset, hence
jeopardizing its ability to generalize well. When a predictive model includes the noise in a
limited-size training dataset instead of focusing on learning the meaning behind the data
features, its predictive power will decrease [16]. The recursive feature elimination (RFE)
method which was first introduced by Guyon et al. [17] can effectively increase the accuracy
by eliminating uncorrelated noise and irrelevant features. RFE is an embedded feature
selection that recursively eliminates the features which are irrelevant and have small feature
weight. In every iteration, RFE orderly discards the worst feature that affects the
classification accuracy. RFE approach is frequently integrated with the support vector
machine (SVM) classifier to form the SVMRFE [18].

2.4 Feature selection in handwritten digit recognition
Supplementary material at https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kNA-NVSVpNUc46p
c1Zg_K1sXD8vMCrWE/edit?usp5sharing&ouid5106536917224200212284&rtpof5true&
sd5true shows the previous studies in handwritten digits recognition [19–27]. The past
research focused more on the use of machine learning algorithms such as artificial neural
network (ANN), convolution neural network (CNN), k-nearest neighbor (KNN) and correlation
features selection (CFS) in building the handwritten digits recognition predictive model. The
ReliefF algorithm searches for a subset of features with a minimum error rate, while
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is a preprocessing method to extract the image of
handwritten digits before applying the filter method. The ReliefF algorithm uses the feature
value to rank the features, where the feature value is the distance between the nearest
neighbor pair of features.

The chemical reaction optimization (CRO) is a feature extraction method to select a subset
of features with a minimum recognition rate and a minimum recognition cost. The Quantum
k-neighbor algorithm transforms the classical information of handwritten into quantum
information to speed up the computation time in building the handwritten digits recognition
classification model. Memory-based histogram-oriented multiobjective genetic algorithm
(M-HMOGA) uses a genetic algorithm, and it is an enhanced method that includes a memory
to keep track of the best solutions in classification. Spiking neural network (SNN) is composed
of three spiking neural layers and one output neuron.

Previous studies have used the machine learning algorithm to minimize the error rate or
used filter methods to search theminimum number of feature subsets, but there are not many
studies that combine machine learning algorithms with filter methods.

3. Material and methodology
3.1 The dataset
The dataset used in this paperwas themultiple feature (MFEAT) dataset [28]. It was a dataset
that consists of features of handwritten digits (0–9) extracted from a collection of Dutch utility
maps. The rows represented the number of samples present in the dataset, and the columns
represented the handwritten digits. This dataset contained a total of 649 features and 2,000
samples. The two datasets selected in this studywere digits “4” and “9” and digits “6” and “8”.
Those sets of digits were selected due to the occurrence of the misleading contour of
handwriting and the high resemblance between these two digits.
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3.2 Minimum redundancy and maximum relevance (mRMR)
MI, Iðx; yÞ is used inmRMR to find themaximumdependencywithin a set of attributes and its
given label class. There are two stages for mRMR in choosing the optimal subset of the
feature. The first step is to apply the maximum relevance, which will be used to select a set of
features (S) with features fxig that contain themost relevant information to their class label, h
[15]. The relevance formula is as follows:

max Vi ¼ 1

jSj
X
i∈S

Iðh; xiÞ (2)

where jSj is the number of features in the set S.
The second step is to minimize the redundancy among the features because redundancy

features provide no useful information for the classification model [4]. The minimum
redundancy concept is to choose the features that have mutually dissimilar traits. The
minimum redundancy condition is as follows:

min Wi ¼ 1

jSj2
X
i;j∈S

Iðxi; xjÞ (3)

A set of features of mRMRwill be acquired based on the combination of equations (2) and (3)
to form a single selection criterion in equation (4) known as the “minimum-redundancy-
maximum relevance” criterion.

mRMR ¼ Vi �Wi (4)

3.3 Support vector machine recursive feature elimination (SVMRFE)
SVMRFE is a feature selection method that utilizes the criteria acquired from the SVM’s
coefficient to choose selected features and recursively remove features that contain fewer
criteria or weight in a backward elimination manner. SVMRFE does not rely on cross-
validation accuracy to determine the relevant features from the training data. The
algorithm trains the model using every feature, meanwhile the contribution of each feature
is evaluated. Less significant features are eliminated repeatedly until all features are
traversed. Thus, it exhibits robustness to prevent overfitting even for data containing
thousands of features [29].

Generally, the selection of relevant features for SVMRFE can be divided into three
stages. First, the input data will be inserted into the classifier SVM for classification. The
second stage will involve the process of calculation for all of the features in terms of ranking
weights. The deletion of features that have a smaller ranking weight is performed at the last
stage [30].

Under the SVM, let X ¼ ½x1;x2; . . . ; xk�T be the input training data and Y

¼ ½y1;y2; . . . ; yk�T be the class label of X, and the ranking score of the trained features will
be computed according to the weight vector, w.

w ¼
Xn

k¼1

akykxk (5)

Here, ak is the Lagrange multiplier involved in maximizing the margin of separation of class
labels and n is the number of features.

The ranking criterion Ck for the surviving feature will be computed by obtaining the
square of the k-th feature of the weight vector, w.
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Ck ¼ w2
k ; k ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . (6)

The feature that has the smallest ranking criterion will be identified and eliminated. For each
iteration of RFE, an SVMmodel is trained and the surviving features will be kept for the next
iteration. The process keeps on repeating until all of the features are discarded, and then, they
will be sorted according to the removal sequence. The later a feature being discarded, the
more significant that feature is and will be given a higher rank. The process eventually
produces an optimal feature subset [28].

3.4 Proposed hybrid method
The mRMR was applied to rank the features according to equation (4), and the shortlisted
features contained the most relevant features. This process reduced the high-dimensional
data to a smaller dataset. The weight, w of each feature from the shortlisted features was
calculated. The weights of the features were then sorted in descending order, and the feature
having a smaller weight value was eliminated from the list of surviving features. The process
was repeated until all of the features with smaller ranking criteria were removed such that no
more features were left for training. At the end of the iteration, the desired number of selected
features will be obtained using RFE as a feature ranking mechanism. Figure 1 shows the
flowchart of the proposed hybrid method.

In implementing themRMRalgorithm, the number of features to keep khas to be preset by
the researcher. Here we arbitrarily took k ¼ 15 throughout. The dataset was split into a
training set and a test set according to the ratio of 7:3. After the splitting process, mRMRwas
applied to the training set to rank the features according to equation (4), and themost relevant
features would be shortlisted. This process would reduce the high-dimensional data into
lower-dimensional data which would decrease the computational time in SVMRFE. In
SVMRFE, theweight of each shortlisted featurewas calculated according to equations (5) and
(6). The predicting model would then be built, and the test set would be used in this model to
obtain the classification accuracy.

It has been proven that mRMR is good at selecting the most relevant features, but it also
includes some redundant features in the process. On the other hand, SVMRFE as an
embedded method will lead to high computational cost and time for high classification
accuracy. Therefore, as a filter method that requires less computation time, mRMR can first
screen the number of features to reduce the computation time of SVMRFE, and SVMRFE can
solve the redundancy issue faced by mRMR. This motivates the intention to combine these
two algorithms to obtain an optimal subset of features by complementing each other’s
constraints.

3.5 Performance metric and model comparison
To indicate the superiority of the proposed hybrid method, two extra predictive models,
namely the mRMR and the SVMRFE, were built for comparison. The performance metrics

Data Set Training Set

Test Set

mRMR Shortlisted 
number of 
features

SVMRFE

Predic ng 
model

Figure 1.
Flowchart of the
proposed hybrid
method
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used were (1) cross-validation accuracy, (2) test accuracy and (3) area under the curve (AUC).
The accuracy is defined as follows:

accuracy ¼ true positiveþ true negative

false negativeþ false positiveþ true positiveþ true negative
(7)

4. Experimental result and discussion
Four methods, namely the mRMR, SVMRFE, ReliefF and the hybrid mRMR þ SVMRFE,
were employed to perform the 4-9 classification and the 6-8 classification. The digits “4” and
“9” and “6” and “8” were chosen because of the high similarity between these two numbers.
The cross-validation accuracy and the test accuracy versus the number of features are
presented in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The accuracy curves for mRMR in Figures 2 and 3
showed up–down fluctuation when more features were included. This revealed the fact that
while the mRMR method selects the most relevant features, it also includes some redundant
features during the process.

The performance of the SVMRFEwas good only whenmore features were included in the
predictive model. It was obvious that SVMRFE gave the lowest accuracy compared to the
other two methods if only the first feature was included. This showed that the first feature

Figure 2.
Comparison of cross-
validation accuracy

among mRMR,
SVMRFE, ReliefF and

hybrid method
(mRMR þ SVMRFE)

Figure 3.
Comparison of test
accuracy among

mRMR, SVMRFE,
ReliefF and hybrid

method
(mRMR þ SVMRFE)
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from the SVMREF-selected feature subset was not necessarily the most significant one. The
fact that the features selected by SVMREF are not ranked in the order of importance was
disclosed here.

As an additional comparison, the ReliefF method showed slight up–down fluctuation in
the accuracy curve of Figure 2 (left) and Figure 3 when additional features were included.
This revealed the deficiency of the ReliefF method in removing irrelevant and redundant
features. Therefore, when additional features were included in the model, compared with the
SVMRFE method, it leads to the loss of accuracy consistency.

Among these methods, the proposed hybrid method using digits “4” and “9” yielded the
highest accuracy when only one feature was selected as shown in Figure 2. In comparison,
the proposed hybrid method using digits “6” and “8” could achieve the highest accuracy
when two features were selected as observed in Figure 3. Unlike the mRMR and ReliefF
methods, the hybrid method performed more stable when more features were added in.
This hybrid method can effectively extract all high-relevance features using mRMR.When
combined with SVMRFE, the predictivemodel can achieve high accuracy by using only one
or two features. Results showed that the hybrid method managed to improve the
performance of the classification by addressing the redundant features and the ranking
issue in the SVMRFE.

The average AUC and the average accuracy of the test data for the four models using two
sets of binary digits are summarized in Table 1. As can be seen from the table, the average
classification accuracy of two sets of binary digits in the four models achieved more than
90%. The comparison showed that the hybrid model exhibited the highest classification
accuracy among the four models for binary digits “4” and “9,” with an accuracy of 99.45%,
followed by SVMRFE (99.31%), then ReliefF (98.69%) and lastly mRMR (98.65%). Also, the
hybrid model using binary digits “6” and “8” yielded the highest classification accuracy of
99.04%, followed by mRMR (98.65%), then SVMRFE (98.54%) and lastly ReliefF (98.25%).
This was evidence that the feature selection combination of mRMR and SVMRFE
outperformed the single feature selection.

Besides, the AUC for digits “4” and “9” had also been greatly optimized by the hybrid
method to reach the value of 1. The average AUC for digits “6” and “8” achieved the highest
average AUC value of 0.9993 as compared to mRMR, SVMRFE and ReliefF. As a whole, the
implementation of the hybrid method had been proven to improve the handwritten digit
feature classification accuracy compared to mRMR, SVMRFE and ReliefF.

5. Conclusion and future works
Ahybridmethodwas proposed and tested on the 4-9 and 6-8 binary classification. It achieved
relatively higher classification accuracy in terms of average AUC and average classification
accuracy for the top 15 ranked features. It gave more stable results when more features were
included. The hybrid approach can be a feasible option for better classification when using
only a few most significant features.

Since datasets may not be linearly separable, SVM can be implemented on different
kernels in which the performance of each kernel is compared to ensure classification accuracy

MFEAT Average AUC Average accuracy (%)
Dataset (digit) mRMR SVMRFE ReliefF Hybrid mRMR SVMRFE ReliefF Hybrid

“4” and “9” 0.9960 0.9973 0.9960 1.0000 98.65 99.31 98.69 99.45
“6” and “8” 0.9960 0.9933 0.9873 0.9993 98.65 98.54 98.25 99.04

Table 1.
The average AUC and
the average accuracy
of test data among
mRMR, SVMRFE,
ReliefF and proposed
hybrid method for the
top 15 ranked features
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and stability. In fact, apart from SVM, the hybrid strategy can be incorporated with other
classifiers (such as KNN, decision tree, random forest, etc.) for further study.

The proposed method may not benefit low-dimensional data because the need does not
arise for such data. For imbalanced data, it requires further studies to avoid classification bias
and overfitting. Meanwhile, the implementation of microarray data analysis and biomarker
discovery might be a potential future direction.
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